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Real World Perspectives of Database on Cloud – Accelerated by AWS
by Bob Lindquist, Director of Client Services
House of Brick Technologies has been assisting clients with their business-critical
applications for over twenty years. In that time, we have seen many changes regarding
how database platforms are deployed, licensed, and managed.
Over the past few years, we have consulted with a growing number of organizations
deploying database workloads on the cloud. While there have been a few challenges,
such as concerns about licensing, they have been outweighed by the benefits including
self-managed database services.
AWS has accelerated adoption of database on cloud deployments. While some
organizations have chosen to move slowly, House of Brick has helped others to quickly
deploy databases to cloud. The following perspectives offer a variety of real-world
examples.
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Complimentary Gartner Report
As organizations shift their strategies for business and technology innovation to the cloud,
their focus of technology-related investment also shifts to reflect new objectives including:
cloud centric computing, IT collaboration, and real-time intelligence. Learn more in the
complimentary report, Top 10 Trends in PaaS and Platform Innovation, 2020 by Gartner.

The Oracle RAC Dilemma - Part I
by Dave Welch, Chief Evangelist
Part I: Four Criteria for Introducing or Keeping RAC
VMware vSphere High Availability can provide significant levels of high availability for
many workloads. VMware HA does so without the complexity, fragility, or cost of Oracle
Real Application Clusters™ (RAC).
Oracle RAC can introduce significant complexity, expense, and risk into a system stack.
There are many shops that experience net worse HA with RAC than with single instance
Oracle databases on VMware HA.
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Events
OpsCompass Virtual Event
Don't Let Cybersecurity Maturity
Model Certification Regulations Slow
You Down

OpsCompass Virtual Event
Organizational Evolution in a
Cloud-First World
Guest Presenter: Josh Stephens,
CTO – Elsewhere Partners

Thurs., May 21st 9:00 am CDT
OpsCompass Virtual Workshop
Know Your Score - Understand and
Improve Your Cloud Security Posture

Tues. June 2 | 10:00 pm – 11:00 pm CDT

Thurs., May 28th 1:00 pm CDT

Industry News

Adopting a multi-cloud strategy? 5 reasons why your...
Once a company decides to embrace Infrastructure-as-a-Service and Platform-asa-Service, they then face the challenge of deciding on a Cloud Service Provider
(CSP), typically AWS, Azure, or GCP. Traditionally, companies would select only
one...
Read more
jaxenter.com

Microsoft announces next evolution of Azure VMware
Solution
Today, I'm excited to announce the preview of the next generation of Azure
VMware Solution, designed, built, and supported by Microsoft and endorsed by
VMware. With the current economic environment, many organizations face new
challenges to find...
Read more
azure.microsoft.com
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